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SPECIAL NOTICE.

We guarantee our goods against ail mechanical

and electrical defects for the term of one year. We

will cheerfully repair such defects at our works free

of charge, but, we will not be responsible for careless-

ness, lack of attention, lightning or causes beyond our

control, and under no considération will allow or pay

bills incurred by anyone in repairing our appliances

for any cause whatsoever. We do not guarantee

lenses, glass dises or anything breakable.

Beware of imitations of our goods, offered by

competitors and dealers. Order from us direct, to

insure the original, and to insure prompt delivery/



TERMS.

No goods will be shipped C. O. D. unless one-

half the price accompanies the order, which

must exceed fîve dollars.

It is always désirable for out-of-town customers

to furnish us with New York références,

if possible. Personal checks on out-of-town

banks delay the shipment of orders, unless

the maker of the check is known to us.

Purchasers will find it to their advantage to send

full amount of cash with order.

Remittances may be made by Post Office Money

Order, Draft on New York, or by Ex-

press.

Small orders should be accompanied by full

amount.

Express charges for return of money must be

paid by customers when goods are sent

C O. D.

Ail goods fully guaranteed.

The price of this Catalogue will be deducted

from the first Order amounting to $J0.0O

or over.

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. 7

INTRODUCTION.

It is with extrême pleasure that we appear before you this sixth year of the 20th century,

with a new catalogue describing ail Theatrical Lamps, Optical Lanterns and accessories of our

make.

The first change that will meet your eye will probably be the perfection of appliances,

every article having the price attached which means one price for ail, and our lamps differ from

last year in that aluminum is used freely in their construction, which makes them one-third less

in weight than those of any other manufacturer. The différence in cost of transportation pays

for the lamp itself in the course of time.

The switch is handily placed and the Rhéostat is much smaller.

We know that you cannot help but appreciate our efforts to place before the theatrical

trade, goods of the highest class, and at popular priées. Our facilities and the concentration of

efforts, together with the past expérience, have enabled us to better the quality of our goods

and reduce the cost of construction to such a point that we can truthfully say, ail apparatusbear-

ing our name is scientifically , mechanically, optically and electrically perfect.

Our Electrical Appliances have revolutiouized stage illumination. A perfectly illuminated

scène is pleasing to the eye, and will call forth applause on the rise of the curtain, and is one of

the principal features of a success.

We beg to offer a few testimonial letters from several of the most prominent managers of this

city, for which we have furnished electrical appliances.

I désire to express my pleasure at the successful way in which you have carried out my ideas for the

Electrical Effects in "The Last Appeal," and " Soldiers of Fortune."

Signed, HARRY B. HARRIS.

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL CO.

GENTLEMEN :—Permit me to say that I atn thoroughly pleased with the Electric Effects you have furnish-

ed for " A Trip to the Moon," and " Darkness and Dawn."

 Signed, FREDERICK THOMPSON.

G. VON PALM.
NEW YORK, TUNE 23, 1902.

I take pleasure to submit to you a letter I have just received regarding the use of 28 of your reflectors and

spot lamps at the Winnipeg Fair. The lamps worked perfectly in every way, in spite of the fact that they were

kept in the open air for six days, and in spite of rain and wind not one of them gave out or blew a fuse, which

is certainly a proof of their excellency for open air or other work.

Yours very truly,

 Signed, G. VON PALM.

WINNIPEG INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
G. VON PALM, ESQ.,

New York City.

DEAR SIR :

I have much pleasure in stating that the work peformed by you in regard to the lighting up of our Plat-

form and Fire Works scenery this year lias given every satisfaction. The doing away of the old hanging arc

lights turned out to be a most satisfactory experiment in every way.

Signed, F. W. HEUBACH, General Mgr.

ALI appa.ra.tus endorsed by the "National Hoard of Fire Undertoriters."
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OFFICES OF GUS HILL'S ENTERPRISES.

1358 BROADWAY, N. Y.

SHERIDAN BUILDING.
NEW YORK, JULY 29, 1902.

DEAR SIR:—I can, without exaggeration, say that your. effects and lamps have given me more ease and

peace of mind in the Electrical Department of my various shows, than I ever expected possible, pnor

to my connection with you. Keep up the good work.
Sincerely,

JOSEPH MËNCHEN, ESQ., GUS.-HILL.

New York.

OFFICES OF WM. A. BRADY.
1193 BROADWAY, N. Y.

NEW YORK, AUGUST I, 1902.

DEAR SIR:—In reply to your note would say that I have been using your effects and lamps for several

seasons past in ail my productions and can honestly say that you have always given me excellent

satisfaction, both in goods and price. Kindly hurry the new snow machine for "Way Down East."

Yours truly,

WM. A. BRADY.

JOSEPH MËNCHEN, ESQ.

NEW YORK, AUGUST ist, 1902.

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL CO.

JOSEPH MËNCHEN, ESQ.

DEAR SIR :—I désire to say, in answer to your enquiry, that I take great pleasure in lending my name, and

hope it will do you material good as an endorsement for your appliances. Your work for me in the "White

Heather" was fully up to the mark, and I wish you every success for this, the season of '02-03.

Yours, etc.,

JOSEPH HUMPHRIES,

General Stage Manager for Chas. Frohman.

Thèse and many more, that space will not permit us to print, go to show the efficiency

and superiority of our goods in the theatrical world.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Hoard of Fire Underivrtters.'

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK.

FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST OF THE USERS OF OUR GOODS IN THE
NEW YORK PRODUCTIONS ONLY.

PRODUCTION. THEATRE.

Her Atonement Academy of Music

Barbara Fretchie

Last of the Rohans

Arizona

The Old Homestead

Queen of the Opium Ring

Ragged Earl

Sporting Life

Shenandoah

Uncle Tom's Cabin

Way Down East

White Heather .'.

Monte Cristo "

TheToilers Co

Robert Mantell Co

Cleopatra American

Great Ruby

Jeanne Du Barry

Under Two Flags

The Parish Priest

Evil Men Do

A Midnight Marriage

White Tigress of Japan

and ail American Théâtre Productions.

Sleeping Beauty and the Beast Broadway

Shenandoah "

TheJAuctioneer Bijou

Aunt Hannah "

The Climbers "

Lady Margaret "

A Modem Magdalen "

Mistress Nell "

A Purple Lady ' '

Japanese Players "

Nancy Brown "

Belle of New York.." Casino

Chinese Honeymoon "

Florodora "

Little Duchess "

Miss Situplicity "

Princess Chic "

Earl and The Girl

LadyTeazleCo "

The Social Whirl

Baron Fiddlesticks "

Winsome Winnie "

Piff Paff Pouff

An English Daisy "

Little Minister Criterion

PRODUCTION. THEATRE.

Pride of Jennico Criterion

Gay Morning Glorys Dewey

Jolly Grass Widows

City Club

Cracker Jacks

New York Stars

Vanity Fair

Circus Day Grand Opéra House

EightBells

Happy Hooligan

Lost in the Désert

Man From the West

Wife in Pawn

Winchester

Wang

Keley and Shannon

Frou Frou Garrick

If I Were King Garden

Henry Miller

Robert Mantell Co

Countess Chiffon Fifth Avenue

Mlle Fin

Modjeska

Lost River Fourteenth Street

Report for Duty

By the Sad Sea Waves

A Mormon Wife

Foxy Grandpa

York State Folks

A Wife's Secret

McFaddens Flats

Happy Hooligan

Jim Bludso

TheArabian Girl Herald Square

L'Aiglon Knickerbocker

Mlle Napoléon

Sherlock Holmes

The Regatta Girl Koster & Bial

Around New York in 80 Minutes

Progress (Ballet)

Woman and Wine Manhattan

Her Majesty

The Burgoruaster

Lover's Lane

Papa's Wife

Monavanna Co

Capt. Barrington

On The Quiet Madison Square

Cuban Fair Metropolitan Opéra House

Alt apparatus endorsed by the " National *Board of Fire Undertvriters. "
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PRODUCTION. THEATRE.

Under Two Flags Murray Hill

Across the Pacific New Star

An African King

Are You a Buffalo

Female Drummer

Lion's Heart

Man's Enemy

McFadden's Row of Plats

Royal Liliputians

The White Slave

Child Wife Co

The Gipsey Girl

A Million Dollars New York

Broadway to Tokio "

When Jolinny Cornes Marching Home "

Henrietta Crossman's Co Republic

As You Like it "

Mrs. Patrick Campbell's Co "

Under Southern Skies "

Soldiers of Fortune Savoy

The Governor's Son "

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch "

The Last Appeal Wallacks

Peter Stuyvesant "

The Show Girl "

A Gentleman of France "

The School For Husbands "

PRODUCTION. THEATRE.

Peggy From Paris Wallacks

Weber & Fields Attractions Weber & Fields

A Hot Old Time Victoria

The Eternal City

The Girl In The Clouds.. Alhambra

The Red Feather Belasco

Katharine Kidder Co

Cracker Jack Co Circle

San Toy Daly's

Crossings Co

The School Girl "

Strong Heart Hudson

Man and Supermau

The Marriage of Kitty

Happy land Lyric

Fantana *

Babes and The Baron

The Pit • "

The Press Agent Lew Fields

The Virginian

The Maid and The Mummy Co Majestic

His Majesty Co

Wizard of Oz "

Errand Boy West End

Eva Tanquay

AU Work for Thompson & Dundy, N. Y. Hippodrome

Aria.

An Irish Gentleman.

At Cosey Corners.

An Artist's Model.

A Patriot Spy.

Betsey Ross.

Cinderella.

Don Caesar's Return.

Faust, Opéra.

Jim Bludso.

Knobs of Tennessee.

Katzeujammer Kids.

London Life.

Little Nell.

Mazeppa.

Nathan Haie.

Pan American Girl.

Romeo and Juliet.

Robert of Sicily.

Sorrows of Satan.

Sapho.

Sweet Clover.

The Fairyland Co.

The Honest Blacksmith.

EN ROUTE.
The Power Behind the Throne.

Through the Breakers.

Too Much Johnson.

The Altar of Friendship.

The Choir Celestial.

The Choir Invisible.

The Cowboy and the Lady.

Taining of the Shrew.

The Idol's Eye.

War on Woman.

A Trip to the Moon, Coney Island.

Darkness to Dawn, Coney Island.

The Johnstown Flood, Coney Island.

Illumination of the Fitzsimmons-Jeffrey's prize fight

using 2.400,000 C. P. for animated photography at

night, at the Coney Island Sporting Club.

Nazariue Co.

Lloyd Bingham

Louis Mann Co.

Queeu of White Slave

Rames Co.

Al Woods Productions

Great Mundy Shows

Edward White Attractions

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Under'wrtters. "

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. U

Stuart Robson Co.

Alphonse and Gaston Co

Grâce George Co.

Alberta Gallatiu Co

Beware of Men Co.

Bostonians Opéra Co.

Miss Bob White Co.

Byron Opéra Co.

Marie Wainwright Co.
Columbia Comic Opéra Co.

Confessions of A Wife

Deserted at The Altar

Devil Skirts

The Office Boy

Eleanor Robson Co.

Ezra Kendall Co.

Best of Friends.

Maude Adams Co.

The Message From Mars Co

Man from Blaukley

The Other Girl

The Game of L fe

Prisouer of War

Street Singer

Fast Life in New York

Game of Life

GirlsWill Be Girls

Gay Masqueraders

A Charity Nurse

Price of Honor

Her First False Step Co.

Irène Meyers Stock Co.

A Woman 's Struggle

Shadows of A Great City

A Trip to Egypt

Kyrie Bellew

Merely Mary Ann

The Man and I Co.

Mocking Bird Co.

Marta of the Lowlands Co.

My Lady Molly

Merely Man

Will H. Myers Co.

Ninety and Nine

Sambo Girl Co.

Our New Minister Co.

Peck and His Mother-in-Law

Pretty Peggy

Runaways

Royal Chef

Race for Life

Show Girl Co.

Spooner Stock Co.

Silver Slipper Co.

The Geisha .

Searchlights of a Great City

Wedded and Parted

Sweet Clover Co.

Shea Amusement Co.

Siberia

Through The Centre of the Earth.

The Toréador Co.

Triumph of an Empress Co.

Tracked Around the World

Two Orphans

Why Wonien Sin

The Filibusters

The Beauty Doctor

Empire Burlesquers

Land of Nod

The Winniug Girl

The Nazariue Co.

Pink Hussars Co.

Mildred Holland Co.

Beauty Doctor

Rachael Goldstein

Looping The Loop

Al Wilson Co.

You Never Can Tell

Other Shows Erected By

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL CO.

20,000 Leagues Under The Sea

Under and Over The Sea, World's Fair, St. Louis

Hereafter " '

Création at World's Fair St. Louis

Johnstown Flood :—Asbury Park, Atlantic City,
Nantasket, Coney Island, Kansas City, Etc.

Baltimore Fire

Mt Pelée

Menchen's Airship Voyage to Paradise

Tours of The World

Mt. Vesuvius

San Francisco Disaster

U Auto Ride at Coney Island.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National ^Board of Fire Under<writers."



52 JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK.

FOLLOWING IS A PARTIAL LIST OF VAUDEVILLE THEATRES AND VAUDEVILLE ACTS,

USING OUR GOODS.

Orpheum Théâtre, Brooklyn.

Novelty Théâtre, "
Cherry Blossoin Grove, Top of the New York Théâtre.

Hurtig & Seamon's Music Hall.

Keith's Union Square Théâtre.

Proctor's 23UI Street Théâtre.

58th "

" I25th " "

" Albany Théâtre.

" Newark "

" Montréal "

VAUDEVILLE ACTS.

Hope Booth in Poses Plastique.

M'ile Lottie in Poses Plastique.

M'ile Aima in " "

M' lie Stella in "

M'IleLottoin "

Solarette in Spectacular Dances.

Winifred in "

Carmencelli in " •

Eleanor Falk and Eight Girls.

Johnson & Dean in Lobsterscope Dances.

The Bailey's in Prismaticscope Dances.

G. Von Palm' s Effects.

Patrice.

Gussie McKee.

Delmore & Lee.

Ail Keith's Théâtres

L. Z. Poli's Circuit

J. M. Ceballos & Co., Cuba

Elks Minstrels, Orange, N. J.

We make a speclalty of gettlng up effects for Masonic Temple work and supplylng illusionary

devlces for ail the différent degrees of same.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Hoard of Fire Under<writers."

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. 13

STAGE LIGHTING EFFECTS.

NOTICE.

In mentioning any production, it is understood that we did not build the complète pro-

duction but only furnished the stereopticon appliances as designed by the purchaser.

OUR ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL EFFECTS

Have been used in the New York Hippodrome exclusively and every large production at

the World's Fair, St. Louis, such as "Under and Over the Sea," " Roltair's Création,"

"Galveston Flood," "New York to North Pôle," " Hereafter," "Siberian Railway and

Tyrolean Alps," as well as the "Johnstown Flood" at Boston, Atlantic City,.Asbury Park

and Kansas City, and "From Hades to Paradise," with the mammoth fountains, and " Mt.

Pelée Eruption " and " Mt.Vesuvius " as well as " A Trip to Mars," at the, White City, Chicago ;

also the " U Auto Ride" at Coney Island together with ail stereopticon work designed by

Thompson & Dundy at Luna Park.

We are prepared to design and manufacture any electrical, chemicai,

optical or mechanical stage effect.

AU apparatus endorsed £>y the "National 'Soard of Fire Under'writers."
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USES OF THE LANTERN.

The Optical Lantern goes hand in hand with the amateur photo-camera. The making

of lantern slides is one of the pleasing features of photography, the process being compara-

tively simple and the results extremely gratifying. No pleasanter form of parlor entertain-

ment exists than the exhibition of a good sélection of photographs, projected on a white

wall or screen, or shown through a large plate of ground glass. For this purpose views

taken while traveling or copies of selected photographs, engravings, paintings, or statuary,

in fact anything that can be photographed, may be used.

1. The Théâtre and Opéra need the lantern for wonderful effects. Fire, rain, snow,

waterfalls, sand storms, lightning, clouds, rainbow, ghosts, rippling water, waving branches,

handwritmg on the wall may ail be produced to heighten scenic illusions.

2. Advertising on roofs, in Windows or wagons offers very profitable employaient for

the evening.

3. For collèges and schools, ail countries, mountains, rivers, geysers, volcanoes, caves,

mines, phenomena, microscopic objects, anatomy, astronomy, botany, geology, crystallography,

chemistry, physics, light, sound, heat, electricity, history, natural history, customs, manners,

may be so illustrated on the screen as to make a quick and permanent impression on the

mind of the student.

4. Chemists find the lantern a positive necessity in the laboratory.

5. Bulletins of élection returns, bail matches, regattas, horse races, and news generally

form attractive subject for outdoor projections.

The opération of the Magic Lantern for most of the uses mentioned is very simple and

easily understood, and it is only in the uses of the higher educational and scientific appa-

ratus that spécial instruction is required.

Thèse enumerations of some of its uses will make it apparent that the Magic Lantern,

from the toy form to the scientific apparatus with ail its accessories, is of boundless interest

to ail, from childhood to old âge.

AU apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underwriters. "

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. J5

HAND-FEED ELECTRIC ARC LAMP BURNER.
Rear Feed for use of Lens Boxes and Stereopticons.

SB 10

Price, $25.00

Fig. 1 shows new style Lens Lamp Burner. The electric arc light, when suitable
current is available is the most convenient form of illuminating for projecting purposes The

candie power is much greater than the oxy-hydrogen light, and the expense of running is

nominal The lamps shown in Figs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 and 7 are known as hand-feed lamps, as

the carbons must be fed together by turning the handle, to compensate for the consumption of

tne carbons. This lamp may be used on any current, direct or alternating. A rhéostat should

be used in séries with the lamp, to regulate the voltage and volume of the current. The Edison

wTtea?i.°
n

J?'
reCt CUrFent 33 USed for '"candescent lighting, is most suitable for the purpose

When the direct current ». used the- upper or positive carbon is consumed twice as fast as the

lower or négative carbon (when the alternating current is used, both carbons are consumed with

equal rapidity). To compensate for this inequality in the consumption of carbons we have con-

structed an ingenious device whereby the light may always be maintained in the optical axis of

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Under^uritets."
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HAND-FEED ELECTRIC ARC LAMP BURNER.

Fig. i-A. Parts—

Fig. i repesents the rear feed Electric Arc L,amp for the use of L,ens Boxes and Stere-
opticpns. The lamp referred to is known as the Hippodrome type, being specially built, and
designed for the New York Hippodrome. The letters S B 22 shows the method used in bring-
ing the carbons together, by turning the rod S B 22 you engage in the cogsS B 18 and 19, which.
turns the rod S B 2, and which brings the carbon holder nuts S B 5 together. By means of
the rod S B 23, which engages with the gears S B 20 and 21, the lamp is raised vertically
thereby centering the arc in the optical axis of the lens, without having to put the lamp out to
adiust same, by means of shoving the entire frame of the lamp forward or backward another
adjustment is accomplished and by means of moving the lamp from right to left usingthe handle
S B 22 to move same, of which the body of lamp is centered on the set screw S B 25, and held
in place by tne clamp S B 26. S B 10 shows a set screw, which holds the outer rod in position.
S B 28 shows the porcelain bushing going through the aluminmn, while S B 29 and 30 shows the

method in which the porcelain is clamped to the plate o'f S B 27.
The word S B referred to in Fig. 1 means Stereopticon burnër, and in ordering parts for

same, as shown in Fig. i-A specify by letter as well as figure.
Fig. i-A shows the parts of Fig. 1 in détail.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK.

BOTTOM FEED LENS LAMP-BURNERS.

Fig. 2 shows the plain hand feed lens box burner, and its parts in détail. This burner is

adapted for spot-light work only, and is not intended to be used for effects.

The above illustration being so simple it needs no description.

The letters EB indicate thèse Eens Burners in ordering.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters. "
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HAND FEED ARC LAMP-BURNER.

Fig. 3. Price, $15.00

Fig. 3 shows the new type Olivette Burner and parts in détail.

The letters O. B. iudicate Olivette Burner in ordering.

AU appa.ra.tus endorsed by the "National Boatd of Fire Under'ï&riters."

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. 19

ARC CARBON HOLDER AND CLAMP.

Fig. 4 shows the new type Carbon Holder and New Clamp. A shows the slot in the Carbon

Holder. J shows the pin which is inserted in the Carbon Holder Ami, whereby the Carbon

Holder A may move freely in and out in the Carbon Holder Arm C, but cannot turn from

right to left on accouut of the pin J. K shows the métal contact, which is held in place by the

pin L, ; M shows the set screw which presses up against the métal K to keep the carbon

in place, this plate is adapted so that by unusual tension the carbons do not split. The

pin I, as well as holding the brass shield K, prevents the lower carbon from falling through

the Carbon Holder. C is a side view of Fig. 4 looking down on same. B is an end view of

Fig. 4 looking into same, showing the slotted pin through the center. D is a front view of

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underivriters."
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ARC CARBON HOLDER AND CLAMP-(û^w)

F shows a sectional view of the new method of clamping the wire. Your attention is ealled

to the fact that the insulated part of wire projects almost to the hole of the clamp, while the base

part projects on the other side by means of two set screws, as shown in the end view of G, the

wire and the insulation is thoroughly clamped in one position, which prevents the asbestos or

insulation from frailing. E is a complète side view showing the asbestos wire in place. H

shows the sectional view with one-half of the lug clamp. I shows the terminal method of

holding insulation and electrical connection with one opération.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underivriters. "

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK. 21

HAND FEED NINETY DEGREE LAMP BURNER.

Fig. 5. Price, $20.00.

In order to meet the increasing demand for hand-feed lamps, in which the carbons are fed

at right angles to each other, we have designed the one represented in the above eut. It is

unlike any other lamp ; being worked out upon entirely new lines. It is small, size of frame

4% iuches long by 4^ inches high, allowing the use of a small light box. This is of particular

advantage where a double or triple stereopticon is employed ; also for lens boxes, chasers, etc.

It is made to operate on either direct or alternating current, the change of ratio in the

feeding mechanism being accomplished easily in a few seconds, without the use of tools.

A double feed handle is provided, so that both carbons may be fed simultaueously from one

handle or separately as desired, from the rear. The lamp may be tilted so as to présent the

whole crater of the arc in its most efficient position ; the increased amount of light obtained from

a lamp of this variety, in comparison with a vertical one using the same amount of euergy, is

very marked. In conséquence, a smaller current may be employed to produce as good a resuit.

Both carbon holders are carefully insulated from the frame, thereby preventing short

circuits against the light box and also keeps the lantern or lens box out of the circuit so that it

can be freely handled by the operator without danger from shock.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.
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AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC ARC LAMP BURNER.

The accoinpanying eut represents our
Automatic Lamp, which is made in
several différent styles, and is suitable
for ail purposes where accurate feeding
and the rétention of the crater of the
positive carbon in a fixed position, with
référence to the lens or reflector, is dés-
irable. The feed motion of this lamp is
simplicity itself , no rack or ~slidi?ig motion

is employed, and there is ample power
to drive the mechanism in opposition to
any amount of corrosion or dust. This
power is f urnished by a strong indépend-
ant spring, which islocated at the bottom
and back of the vertical projecting rod,
where it may be easily and quickly
wound. The feed is short and almost
noiseless, and occurs with greater fre-
quency than any other lamp, thus main-
taining the light constantly at its highest
value. This is of greater importance
than it is usually considered, as will be
seen when it is stated that the amount
of light diminishes very materially when
the arc is too wide or too close, often 25
or 30 per cent, from what is delivered
from an arc kept at the normal size for
a given amount of current.

The arc on our Automatic Lamps will not grow large when the apparatus is highly heated,
spécial provision having been made to accomplish this resuit ; on the other hand, the carbons will
not ruu together and freeze. As in other lamps, the carbon holders may be set at any
height, independent of each other and the feeding mechanism.

The arc striking device, on the bottom carbon holder, is so constructed that the carbon is
lifted and carried forward, both carbons remaining parallel, causing the crater to be drawn to the
front edge of the positive carbon, where its action, in some respects, may be likened to that of a
minute reflector. For high-class lantern projection and microscopic work the lamp is provided
with a clamp, allowingit to be tilted back to any required angle, so that ail the illumination may
proceed from a single point. This is very essential where clear définition is necessary.

The automatic lamps will operate in any possible position, and ail lost motion, which would
induce sputtering and unsteadiness of the arc, is taken up by springs.

The lower carbon holder is movable in three différent directions, allowing of very accurate
alignment of the carbons.

An adjusting screw is located on the right hand side for regulating the size of arc which the
mechanism will maintain, and as itneed butseldom be used, is generally made so that a screw
driver is necessary to turn it. This prevents liability to tampering by unauthorized persons.

Ail parts of lamp are very accurately made to standard and highly finished in nickel. Lamps
will be furnished with black finish to order only, at an advance of 10 per cent. Illustration of
the Arc Striker shown on the following page.

Alt appa.ra.tus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Under~tvriters."

Fig. 6. Price, $50.00

JOSEPH MENCHEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY, NEW YORK

ARC STRIKER.

Fig. 7. Price, $12.00

Fig. 7 shows the side view of Menchen's Arc Striker.

A shows end view of same. This Arc Striker fills a long felt

want, which is absolutely necessary when dark change effects

are required, as ail lights can be thrown off or on at the same

time from one given point.

A.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underivriters."
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DIRECTIONS FOR CONNECTING OLIVETTES, LENS LIGHTS
AND STEREOPTICONS.

I» h;i7

Fig. S.

The first point is to see that ail electrical connections are clean. That ail terminais are
soldered and every connection tight. That no part of the lamp is loose. On alternating current,
it has a tendency to increase the humming, which is very disagreeable. Wires must not be

spliced.

Ail apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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DIRECTIONS FOR CONNECTING OLIVETTES, LENS LIGHTS
AND STEREOPTICONS—( Continue^ .

Before Connecting up a lamp for direct current you must know how to tell négative from
positive. The simplest way to détermine négative from positive without an instrument is to
connect the lamp in the manner hereafter described. Light the lamp for thirty (30) seconds,
long enough to let the carbons get hot. The carbon that holds the heat the longest is the positive
and should be the top carbon. If the lower carbon holds heat longer reverse your plugor reverse

your wires at the switch.
Place your two main Unes on the switch marked Négative and Positive. The négative wire

must connect with the lower carbon when run through the switch. The other line after leaving
the switch must connect to the shortest terminal marked (M) on the rhéostat head casting. The
remaining wire is connected from the terminal marked (115) on the rhéostat head to the positive
carbon terminal. For 52 volts connect to the terminal marked 52 on the rhéostat head and make a
loop from the terminal marked (M) to the terminal marked (230) as shown in illustration on
Page 24, Fig 8. For 230 volts connect in the same manner as for 115 volts, only place the
wire on the terminal marked 230 instead of the one marked 115.

In illustrating the mechanical workingsof the Combined Olivette Box, Lens Box and Stere-
opticon Fig. 1 represents the base of lamp. Fig. 2 represents the standard, the rhéostat 9 is
placed upon the base Fig. 1 of which the outer guard 10 is placed over the rhéostat 9, after
which the rhéostat head 11 is placed over the rhéostat 9 and guard 10, and held in place by set
screws in rhéostat head, and connected up with the terminais, corresponding to numbers on
rhéostat. 12 and 13 are placed on rhéostat head 11, and 14, which is a set screw, and holds 12 in
position. The collar of Fig. 3 is then placed on standard 2, of which the pipe of Fig. 4 is in-
serted in the collars 6 and 3, which set screw 8 clamps pipe 4 in a fixed position at will. By
tightening set screw 7 around pipe 4, and loosening set screw 8 allows pipe to extend into
the air, and make complète circle if desired. 5 represents lower part of swivel which is screwed
to pipe 4. of which 17 is the other half of 5, and is held in place by the hand wheel 8. Same
can beworked in any plane as per illustration in letter A.

Fig. 17-LB is a substitute for Fig. 17-OB one being used for Olivette box, and the other for
Lens box. Fig. 16 is a half round clamp, which holds the switch 15 onto the standard 2. The
swivel 17 has 2 stops, and swivel 5 one stop, the swivel 17 will not allow the swivel 5 to make a
complète révolution, as it can only go until it reaches the stop as shown in illustration A. To
connect up the lamp see that both négative and positive wire run into switch, and that the néga-
tive wire runs to the lower carbon, and positive wire runs to the binding post of rhéostat and the
returning positive wire running to the upper carbon of the lamp as shown in illustration.

THE CARBONS.
The carbons should be inclined at an angle as shown.

If they are vertical in relation to the condensers, evenif the
négative carbon is advanced ouf of line with the positive,
light will also proceed from the négative carbon as well as
the positive, thus making two sources of light instead of one
—a condition fatal to définition on high-class work. If,
however, they are tilted 30 degrees from the vertical (see
illustrations A and B, the luminous spot on the négative
carbon is obscured from the condenser and the crater of the
positive carbon is presented in the most favorable way.

In setting new carbons to the lamp the larger carbon must be placed in the top or positive
carbon holder and should be set with its principal axis slightly behind that of the négative carbon.
When it is necessary, however, to employ an alternating current, both carbons must be of the
same diameter and both should be cored. They should be set exactly one over the other in the
same straight line.

Ail apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Undertvriters."
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OLIVETTE OR OPEN BOX LIGHTS.

The outer guard of A over the top
of the lamp prevents any draperies from
coming in contact with the hood of the
lamp.

E shows the chain which keeps the
Olivette door from coming completely
open. C represents the grooves in door
in which the color frame F is inserted.
D shows the Arc Eamp Burner with the
Arc Striking Attachment, as described
in 5.

E is the handle of lamp which works
from outside of box.

Figs. 9 and 10 represent a large
Olivette Box of 5,000 candie power and
will illuminate an area of 50 feet.

Fig. 9. Price, #50.00. Fig. 10. Price, $50.00.

The lamp is constructed so as to throw the light equally, and can be swung in any plane by
its movable head. It is one-third lighter than any lamp made, in that aluminum is used in its
construction, which makes it the lightest, strongest and most durable, and superior to any
other now presented to the public, in that they are furnished with double top and bottom as well
as gauze front, rendering them spark proof, and while allowing perfect ventilation, prevents

leakage of light.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Undervvriters."
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SILK COLORS FOR SUNSET EFFECTS USED ON OLIVETTE OR
OPEN BOX LIGHT.

Fig. 11 Shows Silk Color Frame on Olivette Lamp. Price, $5.00 per Color.

The above illustration represents an Olivette Box, illustrated by G.

E represents the silk color roll. E is slid into the grooves of A. C is the handle, which

the colors are wound around.

D, E and F show the way the colors are blended. By turning C from the lower point of B

the graduai changes of sunset are produced.

Thèse silk colors are about 18 feet in length and can be used for either sun-rise or sunset
effects.

Thèse lamps are in compliance with the rules of the National Board of Fire TJnderwriters

and are the only lamps which have been allowed to be used in the city of Chicago since the

Iroquois fire. They are absolutely fireproof. In illustration, our sunset rolls show our Olivette

Box with the improved method of silk rolls.

A shows the frame in which the silk rolls are held. The same also holds a sheet of ground

glass or frosted gélatine. C shows the Brass Arm and B and C show the crank. Thèse colors

are rolled as shown in the illustration from right to left. If you will notice the colors are on an

angle so that the colors are blended into one another without showing any lines whatsoever,

There are seven colors on the roll each one being Frost or clear White, Straw, Red, Violet,

Eight Blue and Dark Blue. In this way the color change is absolutely perfect.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National "Board of Fire Ur.dervvriters. "
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ENCLOSED CORRUGATED MINOR REFLECTORS.

Fig. 12. Price, $65.00. Fig- 13- Price, $65.00.

The above illustration shows a side view and front view of our new type Corrugated
Reflectors Thèse lamps are especially adapted where high candie power is required.

The New York Hippodrome Company has forty-eight of thèse on their stage and "Man and

Supermau " has five.
Thèse were built especially for the New York Hippodrome.

Alt appa.ra.tus endorsed by the " National <Board of Fire Under<writers .
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LENS BOX—SPOT-LIGHT OR CHASER.

Thèse lamps are exceedingly neat in

appearance, being made of iron, neatly

designed and ornamented. The lenses are

enclosed in the box in such a manner as to

reduce to a minimum ail liability of break-

age in transportation. No wood or any

other material that can be affected by heat

is used in the manufacturing of thèse

lamps. The slide, and guides for the slide,

are made of gun-metal, and the wires run-

ing into the lamp are encased in asbestos.

The lamp can be swung in any plane

by a motion of the hand, thus rendering

them specially adapted to spot-light pur-

poses, as it can readily be adjusted from

a light coveriug the largest stage to an

ordinary spot-light. The grocves areplaced

so as to let the colors slide up and down,

so as not to show colors crossing stage. It

has a screw to hold same at any point.

Colors to be used in the lamp are on one

long strip, and colors blend perfectly.

This type of lamp is made with five or

six inch lenses.

This lamp is not made for stereopticon

effects.

Fig. 14.

Price of 5 in., $50.00. Price of 6 in., $55.00.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Soard of Ftre Under<writers."
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LENS B0X-SP0T-LIGHT OR CHASER.

Fig. 15. Price of 5-inch Spot-light, $60.00.

Your attention is particularly called to the eut showing the interior mechanism of this lamp:

you will notice that by means of the one double arm in the rear of this box y ou eau raise and

lower the lamp gradually, and also feed the carbons, move the lamp forward, and also from right

to left with one opération. This lamp is especially designed for stereopticon effects where it is

an absolute necessity for the light to be maintained in the optical axis of the leus.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underivriters."

Fig. 16. Price of 6-inch Spot-light, $60.00.

Figs. 14, 15 and 16 show our Combination Stereopticon and Spot-light and how simply

a lamp can be converted into an ordinary lens-box or spot-light. The front can be removed by

sliding the bellows-attachment to one side and then the lamp may be used for ail the purposes of

a balcony-hght, it being possible to instantly adjust this lamp to cover the entire stage or to do
the duties of a spot-light. '

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underivriters."
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LENSES, LAMPS AND COLOR WHEELS.

The above illustration shows the lens lamp

J, with a color. I is inserted into the grooves

.K, which can instantly be connected. By turn-

ing the design I, you can get four différent

colors, if desired. H, the blinder, is slid into

G, - G being made into two separate parts, the

upper and lower parts of which are solid, while

the end has a slot into same.

Fig. 17. Shows Color Frame for Lens Larnp and the

Manner in which it is Used.

Price of Color Wheel without colors, $5.00 each.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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The above illustration shows the Method of Spreading the Light. By pushing handle H to
position A, as shown in illustration the light is small, by shoving the handVup toi the £S is

in oi::*;~r in the grooves s - whereby six °r m°re coi°rs - ^ —

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.'
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J%g 4. Il
Represents Combination Stere-

opticon andSpot-Light Lens X,amp,

showing différent sections of same.

TJ. S. Patent No. 761,977.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Undertvriters.
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT THROUGH SPHERICAL TRANSPARENT
SUBSTANCES OR LENSES.

Piano- convex

Piano-concave

Double-convex

Double-concave

Men/scus

It is to the refraction of light that we are indebted for

the use of lenses or artificial glasses to aid the powers of

vision. It lays the foundation of télescopes, microscopes,

caméra obscuras, phantasmagorias, and other optical in-

struments, by which so many beautiful, useful, and won-

derful effects have been produced. In order, therefore,

to illustrate the principles on which such instruments are

constructed, it is necessary to explain the manner in

which the rays of light are refracted and modified when

passing through spherical médiums of différent forms. We

do not intend, however, to enter into the miuutiae of this

subject, nor into any abstract mathematical démonstra-

tions, but shall simply ofïer a few explanations of gênerai

principles, and several expérimental illustrations, which

may enable the gênerai reader to understand the construc-

tion of the optical instruments to be afterward described.

A lens is a transparent substance of a différent

Concavo - COnvex density from the surroundiug médium, and terminating

in two surfaces, either both spherical, or one spherical

and the other plain. It is usually made of glass, but may

also be formed of any other transparent substance, as ice,

Fig. 19. crystal, diamond, pebbles, or by fluids of différent den-

sities and refractive powers, enclosed between concave glasses. Lenses are ground into various forms, according

to the purpose they are intended to serve. The)' may be geuerally distinguished as being either convex or con-

cave. A convex glass is thickest in the middle, and thinner towards the extremities. Of thèse there are

various forms, which are represented in fig. 19. A is a plano-convex lens, which lias one side plane, and the

other spherical or convex. B is a piano-concave, which is plane on the one side and concave on the other. C is a

double convex, or one which is spherical on both sides. D, a double concave, or concave on both sides. E is called

a meniscus, which is convex on one side and concave on the other. F is a concavo-convex, the convex side of

which is of a smaller sphère than the concave. In regard to the degree of convexity or coucavity in lenses, it is

évident that there may be almost an infinité variety. For every convex surface is to be considered as the segment

of a circle, the diameter and radius of which may vary to almost any extent. Hence lenses have been formed by

opticians, varying from one-fiftieth of an inch in radius to two hundred feet. When we speak of the length of

the radius of a lens, as, for instance, when we sa)' that a lens is two inches or forty inches radius, we mean that

the convex surface of the glass is the part of a circle, the radius of which, or half the diameter, is two inches or

forty inches; or, in other words, were the portion of the sphère on which it is ground formed into a globe of corres-

ponding convexity, it would be four inches or eighty inches in diameter.

The axis of a lens is a straight line drawn through the centre of its spherical surface; and as the spherical

sides of every lens are arches of circles, the axis of the lens would pàss through the centre of that circle of which

its sides are segments. Rays are those émanations of light which proceed from a lumiuous body, or from a body

that is illuminated. The Radiant is that body or object which emits the rays of light, whether it be a self-

Objecti ve

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underturiters.''
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT THROUGH SPHERICAL TRANSPARENT
SUBSTANCES OR LENSES. (Continue*)

luminous body, or one that only reflects the rays of light. Rays may proceed from a Radiant in différent

directions. They may be either parallel, converging, or diverging. Parallel rays are those which proceed equally

distant from each other through their whole course. Rays proceeding from the sun, the planets, the stars, and

distant terrestrial objects are considered as parallel. Converging rays are such as, proceeding from a body,

approach nearer and nearer in their progress, tending to a certain point where they ail unité. Thus, the rays

proceeding from the object to the point, are said to converge towards that point. Ail convex glasses cause

parallel rays which fall upon them to converge, in a greater or less degree; and they render converging rays

still more convergent. If A B represents a convex lens, and H G I parallel rays falling upon it, they will

be refracted, and converge towards the point F, which is called the focus, or burning point ; because when the

sun's rays are thus conv'erged to a point by a large lens, they set on fire combustible substances. In this point the

rays meet and intersect each other. Diverging rays are those which proceed from any point. The following

designs show the effects of parallel, converging, and diverging rays, in passing through a double convex lens :

The centre design shows the effects of parallel rays, K A, D E, L B, falling on a convex glass, A B. The

rays which fall near the extremities at A and B are bent or refracted towards C F, the focus, and centre of con-

vexity. It will be observed that they are less refracted as they approach the centre of the lens, and the central

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT THROUGH SPHERICAL TRANSPARENT
SUBSTANCES OR LENSES. (Commued)

•i

ray DEC, which is called the axis of the lens, and which passes through its centre, sufïers no refraction. The

lower design exhibits the course of converging rays when passing through a similar lens. In this case, the rays

converge to a focus nearer to the lens than the centre; for a convex lens unifonnly increases the convergence

of converging rays. The converging rays here represented may be conceived as having been refracted by another

convex lens of a longer focus, and, passing on towards a point of convergence, were intercepted by the lens A B.

The point D is the place where the rays would have converged to a focus, had they not been thus intercepted.

The upper design represents the course of diverging rays when falling ou a double convex glass. In this case

the rays D B, D A, &c, after passing through the lens. converge to a focus at a point considerably farther from

the lens than its centre, as at F. Such rays must be considered as proceeding from near objects, and the fact

may be illustrated by the following experiment: Take a common readiug glass, and hold it in the rays of the

sun, opposite a sheet of writing paper or a white wall, and observe at what distance from the glass the rays on

the paper converge to a small, distinct white spot. This distance gives the focal length of the lens by parallel

rays. If now we hold the glass within a few feet of a window, or a burning candie, and receive its image on

the paper, the focal distance of the image from the glass will be found to be longer. If, in the former case,

the focal distance was twelve inches, in the latter case it will be thirteen, fifteen, or sixteen inches, according

to the distance of the window or the candie from the glass.

If the lens A B, in the center design, on which parallel rays are represented as falling, were a plano-convex,

as represented at A, fig. 19, the rays would converge to a point P, at double the radius, or the whole diameter of

the sphère of which it is a segment. If the thickness of a plano-convex be considered, and if it be exposed on

ts convex side to parallel rays, as those of the sun, the focus will be at the distance of twice the radius, wanting

two-thirds of the thickness of the lens. But if the same lens be exposed with its plane side to parallel rays, the

focus will then be precisely at the distance of twice the radius from the glass.

The effects of concave lenses are directly opposite those of convex. Parallel rays, striking one of those

glasses, instead of converging towards a point, are made to diverge. Rays already divergent are rendered more

so, and convergent rays are made less convergent. Hence objects seen through concave glasses appear consider-

ably smaller and more distant than they really are.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Undertvriters. "
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Made exclusively for Joseph Menchen Electrical Company's Stereopticons,

Kaléidoscopes, and Magic Lanterns.

Fig. 20.

SIZE IN FEET, OF PICTURE ON THE SCREEN WHEN 3-"NCH PICTUR£ IS USED.
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IMPORTED CONDENSING-LENSES.
Made exclusively for Joseph Menchen Electrical Company's Stereopticons,

Kaléidoscopes, and Magic Lanterns.

Plano-convex

.and
Unrivalled

4 inch diameter 6 inch focus Each, $1.00

4^ inch diameter 6J inch focus Each, I.I5

4^ inch diameter 7 inch focus Each, 1-25

5 inch diameter 7i inch focus Each, 2.50

6 inch diameter 10 inch focus Each, 4.00

8 inch diameter 12 inch focus Each, 10.00

for Clearness,

Finish,
and Durabiîity.

When mounted, each pair of condensing lenses (a condenser) possesses but half the focal

length of a single condensing-lens. Each pair of objectives (projecting-lenses) require two con-

densers or fozir condensing-lenses.

Spécial priées quoted upon extremely wide Lenses.

Ail apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underivriters. "
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DISSOLVING EFFECTS

Can be produced only by the use of two or more lanterns at once. The lanterns must stand at

such an angle in référence to each other that the dise of light on the screen shall be so perfectly

registered that it appears to come from one lantern only. If a third lantern is used, it may be

placed above or between the others, tipping it, so that it, too, will register its dise of light on the

screen with the others. A slide placed in each lantern will be projected equally, and two or three

views will be jumbled together on the screen. Mechanical contrivances are placed on the lanterns

by which the light in ail may be controlled at will. The light being eut off from ail but one

lantern, only one view will appear on the screen (being shown alone, it will of course be perfect).

The light being eut off from the picture on the screen, and simultaneously turned on to the view

in another lantern, will cause the first picture to disappear and the second to come on the screen ;

and while the light is being manipulated, the first appears to dissolve and fade away until

nothing of it is left, and the new picture cornes out clear and distinct. By taking the first view

from the lantern and substituting another, the view from the second lantern may be eut off and

diseolved into the view so substituted in the first lantern, and so on indefinitely.

The use of a third lantern is to project lightning, rain, snow, and other effects in con-

j miction with the scenery from one of the other lanterns.

The kaléidoscopes, of which two are shown used together for dissolving effects by Figs. 26

and 27 are used singly for projectiug kaleidoscopic views covering the entire stage, such as stars,

astronomical designs, or other effects, such as spider webs, etc.

This is a récent invention of our own, and was first preseuted at the Bijou Théâtre, New

York City, in connection with " Tiger Lily " song in Wm. A. Brady's and Jos. Grismer's play,

" Aunt Hannah."

This machine can also be used to represent moving clouds, water ripples, lightning, water-

falls, snow, rain, fire, smoke, and other effects.

Further détails gladly given on application.

AU apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underiuriters. "
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PRISMATIC SPECTRUM OR THE COLORS OF LIGHT.
We have hitherto considered light chiefly as a simple homogeneous substance, as if ail its rays were white,

and as if they were ail refracted in the same manner by the différent lenses on which they fall. Investigations,

however, into the nature of this wonderful fluid have demonstrated that this is not the case, and that it is

possessed of certain additional properties of the utmost importance in the System of nature. Had every ray of

light been a pure white, and incapable of being separated into any other colours, the scène of the universe would

have exhibited a very différent aspect from what we now behold. One uniform hue would have appeared over

the whole face of nature, and one object could scarcely have been distinguished from another. The différent

shades of verdure which now diversify every landscape, the brilliant colouring of the flowery fields, and almost

ail the beauties and sublimities which adorn this lower création would have been withdrawn. But it is now

ascertained that every ray of white light is composed of an assemblage of colours, whence proceed that infinité

variety of shade and colour with which the whole of our terrestrial habitation is arrayed. Those colours are found

not to be in the objects themselves, but in the rays of light which fall upon them, without which they would

either be invisible, or wear a uniform aspect. In référence to this point, Goldsmith has well observed : "The

blushing beauties of the rose, the modest blue of the violet, are not in the flowers themselves, but in the light

that adonis them. Odour, softness, and beauty of figure are their own ; but it is light alone that dresses them up

in those robes which shame the monarch's glory."
Many strange opinions and hypothèses were entertained respecting colours by the ancients. The Pytha-

goreans called colour the superficies of bodies ; Plato said that it was a flame issuing from them. According to

Zeno, it is the first configuration of matter ; and acording to Aristotle, it is that which moves bodies actually

transparent. Ainong the modems, Des Cartes imagined that the différence of colour proceeds f roui the prevalence

of the direct or rotatory motions of the particles of light. Grimaldi, Dechales, and others, thought the différences

of colour depended upon the quick or slow vibrations of a certain elastic médium filling the whole universe.

Rohault imagined that the différent colours were made by the rays of light entering the eye at différent angles

with respect to the optic axis ; and Dr. Hook conceived that colour is caused by the sensation of the oblique or

uneveu puise of light ; and this being capable of no more than two varieties, he concluded that there could be

no more than two primary colours. Such were some of the crude opinions which prevailed before the era of the

illustrious Newton, by whose enlightened investigations the true theory of colours was at last discovered. In

the year 1666 this philosopher began to investigate the subject, and findiug the coloured image of the sun formed

by a glass prism, to be of an oblong, and not of a circular form, as, according to the laws of refraction, it ought to

be, he was surprised at the great disproportion between its length and breadth, the former being five times the

length of the latter ; and he began to conjecture that light is not homogeneal, but that it consists of rays, some

of which are much more refrangible than others. Prior to this period, philosophers supposed that ail light in

passing out of one médium into another of différent density, was equally refracted, in the same or like circum-

stances ; but Newton discovered that this is not the fact ; but that there are différent species of light, and that each

species is disposed both to suffer a différent degree of refrangibility in passing out of one médium into another,

and to excite in us the idea of a différent colour from the rest ; and that bodies appear of that colour which arises

from the peculiar rays they are disposed to reflect. It is now, therefore, universally acknowledged that the light

of the sun, which to us seeins perfectly homogeneal and white, is composed of no fewer than seven différent col-

ours, namely, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet. A body which appears of a red colour has

the property of reflecting the red rays more powerfully than any of the others; a body of a green colour reflects

the green rays more copiously than rays of any other colour, and so of the orange, yellow, blue, purple and violet.

A body which is of a black colour, instead of reflecting, absorbs ail, or the greater part of the rays that fall upon

it; and, on the contrary, a body that appears white reflects the greater part of the rays indiscriminately, without

separating the one from the other.
Before proceeding to describe the experiments by which the above results were obtained, it may be proper

to give some idea of the form and effects of the Prism by which such experiments are made. This instrument is

triangular and straight, and generally about three or four inches long. It is commonly made of white glass, as

free as possible from veins and bubbles, and other similar defects, and is solid throughout. Its latéral faces, or

sides, should be perfectly plane, and of a fine polish. The angle formed by the two faces, one receiving the ray

of light that is refracted in the instrument, and the other affording it an issue on its returning into the air is

called the refracting angle of the prism, as A C B. The manner in which Newton performed his experiments,

and establi'shed the discovery to which we have alluded, is as follows:
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PRISMATIC SPECTRUM OR THE COLORS OF LIGHT. (G^w)
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In the window-shutter, E G, of a dark room, a hole, F, was made, of about one third of an inch diameter,

and behind it was placed a glass prism, A C B, so that the beam of light, S F, proceeding directly from the sun,

was made to pass through the prism. Before the interposition of the prism, the beam proceeded in a straight line

towards T, where it formed a round, white spot; but, being now bent out of its course by the prism, it formed an

oblong image, O P, upon the white pasteboard, or screen, L M, containing the seven colours marked in the figure,

the red being the least, and the violet the most refracted from the original direction of the solar beam, S T. This

oblong image is called the prismatic spectrum, If the refracting angle of the prism, A C B, be 64 degrees, and

the distance of the pasteboard from the prism about 18 feet, the length of the image, O P, will be about 10 inches,

and the breadth 2 inches. The sides of the spectrum are right Unes distinctly bounded, and the ends are semi-

circulai. From this circumstance, it is évident that it is still the image of the sun, but elongated by the refractive

power of the prism. It is évident from the figure that, since some part of the beam, R O, is refracted much

farther out of its national course, W T, than some other part of the beam, as W P, the rays towards R O have a

much greater disposition to be refracted than those towards W P; and that this disposition arises from the

naturally différent qualifies of those rays, is évident from this considération, that the refracting angle or power of

the prism is the same in regard to the superior part of the beam as to the inferior.

By making a hole in the screen, LM, opposite any one of the colours of the spectrum, so as to allow that

colour alone to pass—and by letting the colour thus separated fall upon a second prism—Newton found that the

light of each of the colours was alike refrangible, because the second prism could not separate them into an

oblong image, or into any other colour. Hence he called ail the seven colours simple or homogeneous, in oppo-

sition to white light, which he called compound, or heterogeneous.

We made the largest type of inoving panorama-machine, ever built. Thèse machines were built for

Messrs. John & J. Dunavant for "Under and Over the Sea," World's Fair, St. Louis, and are, by far, the finest

and largest machines in the world to-day. The plates in thèse machines are 72 inches in diameter, the alumiuum

box, in itself, weighing35o lbs, the glass plates weighing 150 lbs each, and it takes 30 gallons of solution

to develop one plate. The above explanation is to show the enornious size of this machine in comparison with

other machines.

The carbons required ou thèse lamps are 1% inch top, 1 inch bottom ; current consumed, from 25 to 100

ampères. There were four (4) of thèse machines used in the above attraction, and twenty- eight (28) small

machines, ranging in size from 18 to 60 inches.

"Création" at World's Fair, St. Louis. —"Création Cloud," made especially for Roltaire's "Création," at

the World's Fair, St. Louis. Thèse clouds are after "Mr. Roltaire's own design, which acted as a part of the

firmament before "Création."

Hippodrome Type of Moving Clouds—Spécial Clouds known as Hippodrome-type of moving clouds were

the idea of Frederick Thompson of Thompson & Dundy, built by this Company for use in the New York

Hippodrome. There are two spécial movements of thèse clouds, making the clouds open and close themselves,

as well as lengthen and shorten—this is done without its being perceptible to the eye, and represents the streaks

or sunset clouds.
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MENCHEN'S PRISMATIC RAINBOW ATTACHMENT.

Fig. 21. Price, $125.00.

The above illustrâtes our new Prismatic

to any Spot-L-ight or Scyopticon.

Rainbow Attachment which can be attachée!
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LENS-BOX, SPOT-LIGHT OR CHASER.

Fig. 22.—Price, $100.00.

Fig. 22 shows a type of lense-box with back-door attachment (known as Hippodrome type,

and 98 of thèse lamps are in use in the New York Hippodrome) and auxiliary brake-switch.

By means of this switch it is impossible to handle any live parts of the lamp while current is on.

The switch is so constructed as to lock the door when the current is on. To open the door you

must throw the switch, which unbolts the door at the same opération, thereby making it perfectly

safe in every respect.

Your attention is c :i 'led to the convenience in trimming the lamp, as both hands are free at

ail times to handle both carbons, and you don't have to handle the lamp in one hand while you

triin with the other, which allows perfect control over the lamp.

This lamp has swiveling-head in the centre of the box which requires very little attention

to handle box on any plane, as the box is evenly balanced before being placed on standard.

This boxis designed for stereopticon lens-lamp and spot-light work, and is in compliance with ail

the new fire laws.

Fig. 23 represents Menchen Opaque Projection Attachment which can be instantly attached

to any stereopticon or spot-light. For further particulars in référence to same see description
on page 45.
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For description see following page.
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MENCHEN'S (OPAQUE) PROJECTING MACHINE.

The Menchen Opaque Projector or Reflecting Stereopticon is an apparatus, recently designed and patented,

for the purpose of advancing the "Art of Projection."

This Projecting Machine is believed to be the only single pièce of apparatus that accornplishes the following

projections, passing from one form to another without a moment's delay.

1. The projection of opaque pictures in their true

colors.

2. The projection of diagrams from sheets or books.

3. The projection of reading matter or music, from

the sheet or printed page.

4. The projection of opaque objects either in a ver-

tical or horizontal position.

5. The projection of ail botanical subjects from life

in colors.

6. The projection of apparatus and small machines

in opération.

7. The projection of microscopic slides.

8. The projection of micro-photographie slides.

9. The projection of stereopticon slides.

10. The projection of animated life.

This apparatus as designed éliminâtes ail mirrors, the reversing efïect, if desired, being produced by means

of a prism.

Some of the advantages claimed for this form of Projector are: that any object having an area of not more

than 12 x 16 inches can be directly inserted into the machine and at once projected upon the screen ; that a very

large and désirable class of pictures and objects will thus be projected that would not, because of the expense, be

converted into slides for the stereopticon ; that the pictures appear on the screen in their true colors and with the

activity of life; that the apparatus has at the same time the projecting features of the lantern and the projecting

microscope, and that it is possible to pass from one form of projection to another without a moment's loss of time.

It is applicable to ail grades of work; the kindergarten ; intermediate grades; science, literature, history

and language in the high school ; and to the most advanced work in technical institutions. It is highly adapted

to advertising work.

A great feature of the apparatus is that not only is the expense of the slides for the usual form of lantern or

stereopticon eliminated, but a wide range of material is always ready for projection, the pictures and objects

appearing in their true colors.
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DOUBLE SCYOPTICONS—SNOW MACHINES.

Fig. 26. 'Price of double effect without lamps, $100.00

U. S. A. Patent No. 770,765. Great Britain Patent No

Figs. 25 and 26 show the double
type snow-machine, which is patented;
and also show the drift-attachment
for making the snow drift from one
side to the other. Six of thèse double
machines were used in the great snow-
storm scène on the Siberian Railroad
on The Pike, World's Fair, St. Louis.

Fig. 25 shows the side view of our
double scyopticon, which is used in
producing snow effects. The advan-
tage that this machine has over any
other is that it takes up one half the
room of any other machine, with one
half the expense of effects.

By looking at Fig 26 you will
notice two openings in box, which
allow two similar effects to be used at
the same time; in snow, it'gives you
différent drifts of snow at one time;
with flying insects, the insects can be
flying in two or more ways by using
two or more machines.

Fig. 26 shows the back view of
the box of Fig. 25. Particular atten-
tion is called to the slot 19 on Fig. 26
and the set-screw. By means of
this set-screw the box is allowed to
shift from right to left, thereby making
the snow shift from right. to left, while
the lamps stay in a horizontal posi-
tion. A prism is used on one of thèse
lamps so as to invert the object.

24,231.
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DOUBLE SCYOPTICONS—BUTTERFLY MACHINE.

Fig. 27 Price of double effect without lamps, $150.00

Figs. 27 and 28 show the double type

Butterfly Machine, this is patented; and also

shows the flying insect attachment for mak-

ing the insects fly from one side to the'other.

This machine is being used by Loie Fuller

in her tour of Europe.

Fig. 27 shows the side view of our double

scyopticon, which is used in producing

Butterflies and other effects. The adavntage

that this machine has over any other is that

it takes up one half the room of any other

machine, with one half the expense of effects.

By looking at Fig. 28 you will notice

two openings in box, which allow two simi-

lar effects to be used at the same time with

flying insects, the insects can be flying in

two or more ways by using two or more

machines.

Fig. 2S shows the rear view of Fig 27.

Fig. 28 shows the back view of the box

of Fig. 27. Particular attention is called to

the slot and the set-screw on Fig. 28. By

means of this set-screw the box is allowed

to shift from right to left, thereby making

the Butterfly go from right to left, while the

lamps stay in a horizontal position. A prism

is used on one of thèse lamps so as to invert

the object. •

Price of double effect without lamps, $150.00
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SCYOPTICON—OCEAN WAVE EFFECT.

Fig. 29. Price of Effect alone, $100.00.

Fig. 29 represents our Stereopticon with Océan Wave Effects, connected with lens lamp. G is a front view,
showing the water ou a dise and the method in which to operate same; G is slid into the grooves of S; and the
lens mounting B is connected with J by the set-screw H. The clock on G revolves the glass dise; the hand point-
ing to E is the control to start and stop the dise, and to regulate same at any speed desired. K-K represents the
key-hole in which to.wind the clocks; thèse clocks will run for about thirty minutes with one winding. There is
also another clock on dise box G, which controls the plate which forms the white caps on the water. The work-
ing of the effect is the same as any other stereopticon effect, keeping, of course, the water in perfect focus.
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SCYOPTICON-THE AURORA BOREALIS.

TJ. S. A. Patent No. 770,766.

. Fig. 30. Price of Effect alone, $500.00.

Fig. 30 represents a sectional view of the Aurora Boréal is showing the manner in which the

plates are installée!. 12 shows the animation dise ; 13 shows the color dise ; 4 shows the design,

of which designs are continually changing, such as may be required to produce proper effects.

The prisms 19, also produce nature' s colors on the Aurora Borealis. With the 19 it is not

absolutely necessary to use the dise 13, but better results are accomplished by its use. Thèse

machines were specially built for Thompson & Dundy's famous " Twenty Thousand Leagues

Under the Sea" in their " North Pôle" scène.
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MAGIC LANTERNS.

Fig- 33- Price, $50.00.

Fig- 33 shows side and interior view of our Oxyhydrogen Lamp.

Fig. 34. Price, $50.00.

Fig. 34 shows side and interior view of our Incandescent Lamp.
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LARGE STEREOPTICON.

Fig. 35- Price , feoo.oo.

We also make this machine with 6 inch condensers in the form of two lanterns. Price on

same, $175 ; with 5 inch condensers the price is $130.
This large type of Stereopticon is especially made for Posing acts, or where the most

accurate adjustments are required. The condensing lenses in this machine are 8 inches in

diameter, and the slide used in same is 5x7 inches. This machine takes ail electrical effects

such as moving clouds, rain, water ripples, waterfalls, sand storms, etc.
On the 5 and 6 inch machines there is no fine adjustment as shown in this eut, they bemg

built on the regular principle of stereopticons, but, if adjustment is desired, itcan be put on upon

request. The additional charge for this adjustment given upon request.
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MOVING PICTURE MACHINE—MENCHEN'S KINEOPTIKON.

Fig. 36. Price, $250.00.

This illustration is intended to show Menchen's Kineoptikon in its most récent form.

We call attention to the completeness, compaetness and workmanship of the machine. An

expert can tell as soon as he glances at the fînished Kineoptikon, that it is built for wear. A

careful examination will confirm this first impression. He will see that the material is not

cheap and that the workmanship is of the highest class. As he examines its détails, he discov-

ers point after point of superiority until he is thoroughly convinced that he has found the

motion picture machine which approaches the nearest to perfection.
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RHEOSTATS FOR PROJECTING LANTERNS AND LAMPS.

One of the principal features of our lamp is the Rhéostat. It is made entirely of asbestos

stamped under hydraulic pressure, and then woven with asbestos cloth so as to prevent the

asbestos from peeling off. j

The feature of same is that it is noiseless on alternating current, having no métal to form an

induction and being wouud on asbestos forming a cushion for the wire to rest on, which abso-

lutely takes away ail vibration, therefore making the Rhéostat noiseless ou alternating current

(same as patent pending).

Rhéostats are provided for ail lamps as shown in the various cuts throughout this catalogue.

Fig. 5 shows head of Rhéostat, and shows how Rhéostat is suited for either 230, 115 or 52 volts.

For controlling the current on Projecting Lanterns or Stereopticons, it will be found of

great advantage tohave a Rhéostat giving a very close adjustment.

In most cases it will be found that 16 ampères is sufficient for a full arc, although in some

cases the current may be required as high as 75 ampères, and in the case of arc lamps for

photographing, as high as 50 ampères. Thèse cases, however, are more or less spécial, and

necessitate spécial treatment.

Our Lantern Rhéostat is extremely compact, not too heavy to be portable, and of such a shape

as to permit its being used on the wall, floor or table. In orderiiig Lantern Rhéostats specify

the current that will be used on the arc, specify also size of carbon, and the voltage of the

circuit upon which the lamp is to be operated, and whether direct or alternating.

Fig- 37 shows the completed portable Rhéostat for 110 and 220 volts. Thèse Rhéostats

take from 15 to 53 ampères according to spécifications.

To connect for 52 volts on the 110 volt Rhéostat, which is shown in 3; place the line

marked 52 on the binding post 52, and place wire marked 115 and wire marked M on corres-

ponding binding post, then make a loop on binding post marked M and 115, making the two

terminais as one conductor, and using this as a feeder to the lamp, use the other terminal 52 for

the other feeder. To connect the above Rhéostat for 115 volts place one séries conductor on the

binding post 1 15 and the other on binding post marked M.

For 220 volt connection one séries line on Letter M, the other on 220. If you require more

strength loop from terminal marked M to terminal marked 115 it will double your amperage.
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RHEOSTATS FOR PROJECTING LANTERNS AND LAMPS.
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Fig- 37- Price, 110 volts, $20.00. 220 volts, $40.00.
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AUTOMATIC SEARCH LIGHT.

Fig. 38. Price upon application.

The above illustrâtes our new type Automatic Search Lights and are made in iron, brass"

and nickel.

AU appa.ra.tus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Undertvriters."
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HAND FEED SEARCH LIGHT.

Fig. 39. Price upon application.

The above illustrâtes our new type Hand^Feed Search Light, which works in the same

simple manner as our Lens Lamps.
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ARC STRIKER.

Fig. 40. Price, $25.00, without Rhéostat.

The above illustration shows side view of our Arc Striker, which produces Automatic

lighting, and is controlled from the switch board.
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VALUABLE INFORMATION.

Tables of the Carrying Capacity of Wires.

TABLE A. TABLE B.

RUBBER COVERED WIRES. WEATHERPROOF WIRES.

B. & S. G. Ampères. Ampères. Circular Mills.

Io.

16.

14

12.

IO.

8.

6.

5-

4..

3-

2 .

!..

O..

OO..

OOO..

OOOO..

•• 3-

.. 6.

.. 12.

.. 17.

.. 24.

•• 33-

.. 46..

• 54-

• 65 .

. 76..

. 90..

.107..

.127..

.150..

.177..

210..

•■ 5 1,624

•• 8 2,583

.. 16 4,107

•■ 23 6,530

•• 32 10,380

•• 46 16,510

• 65 26,250

• 77 33.100

• 92 4L740

110 52,630

•131 66,390

•J56 83,670

•185 105,500

• 220 133,100

.262 167,800

■3 12 211,600

TABLE A. TABLE B.

RUBBER COVERED WIRES. WEATHERPROOF WIRES.

Circular Mills. Ampères. Ampères.

200,000

300,000

400,000.

500,000

200.

270.

330.

390-

300

400

500

590

680

760

840

920

600,000 450

700,000 500

800,000 550

900,000 .., 600

1,000,000 650 I ,0OO

1,100,000 690 1,080

1,200,000 730 1,150

1,300,000 770 1,220

1,400,000 810... 1,290

1,500,000 850 1,360

1,600,000 890 1,430

1,700,000 930 1,490

1,800,000 970 1,550

1,900,000 I,OIO I ,6lO

2,000,000 1,050 1,670

SWITCHES.

125 Volts or I^ess.
For Switch and
Panel Boards.

Séparation of Nearest Minimum
Métal Parts of Break

Opposite l'olarity. Distance.

 yi inch10 Ampères or less % inch.

1 1-25 Ampères 1 "

26-50 " iX " ..

For Individual
Switches.

11-25 Ampères 1%

36-100 " 1%

101-300

301-600

601-1000

.23/

X

10 Ampères or less 1 inch % inch

.1

■l 'A

.2

•2^

■'H

125 tO 2.S0 VoltS.
For ail Switches.

Séparation of Nearest
Métal Parts of

Opposite l'olarity.

10 Ampères or less Il4 inches.

11-35 Ampères i}(

36-IOO " ■•■•2X

IOI -30O " 1%

3OI -60O " 2%

ÔOI-IOOO " %

Maximum
Break

Distance.

.1)4 inches

.1^ "

.2?/

250 to 600 Volts.
For ail Switches

10 Ampères or less 3^ inches \% inches

10-35 Ampères 4 " 3^ "

30-100 " 4^ " 4 "

Auxiliary breaks or équivalent are recommended for switches designed for over 300 volts, and less than

100 ampères, and will be required on switches designed for use in breaking currents over 100 ampères, at a

pressure of more than 300 volts.
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VALUABLE INFORMATION— {Continued).

FLEXIBLE CORD.

Flexible cord must have an approved insolation and covering. It umst not be used where the différence

of potential between the two wires is over 300 volts. Neither must it be used as a support for clusters and must,

under no circumstances, except for pendants, wiring of fixtures and portable lamps or niotors. It must not be

used in Windows except where the conductors are protected by an approved métal armour or pipe.
Must be protected by insulating bushings where the cord enters the socket on pendants, unless the cordis

protected by a métal covering which is secured to fittings by approved bushings.
Must be so suspended that the entire weight of the socket and lamp will be borne by knots under the

bushing in the socket, and above the point where the cord cornes through the ceiling block or rosette, in order

that the strain may be taken from the joints and binding screws. When approved métal armoured cord is used,

suitable bushings, properly fitted, may be substituted for thèse knots.
Must not be used on walls, partitions or olher places where standard methods of wiring can be employed.

ECONOMV COILS.

Economy and compensator coils for arc lamps must be mounted on incombustible, non-absorptive insulat-

ing supports, such as glass or porcelain, allowing an air space of at least oue inch between frame and support and

in gênerai to be treated like sources of heat.

DECORATIVE SERIES LAMPS.

Incandescent lamps run in séries must not be used for décorative purposes inside of buildings, except by

spécial permission in writing from the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

SIGNS.

Ail signs where réceptacles and wiring are not mounted on the face must be constructed entirely of métal,

wood may be used to strengthen'a sign. Ail réceptacles with lug connections used in the construction of signs

must be soldered to conductors, and the exposed métal parts tapped and compounded. AU current carrying parts

in an electrical sign must be accessable for inspection. It is recommended that réceptacles having enclosed

terminais be used in the construction of signs.

STAGE POCKETS, FLUSH PLUGS AND FLOOR RECEPTACLES.

STAGE POCKETS.

Stage pockets must be provided with suitable covers to preveut dust, nails, etc., from entering that part of

the pocket containing the conductors or current carrying parts. They must be so installed that the bottom is

open so as toallow any dirt, nails, etc., that may enter the pocket, to pass through. The Menchen Stage Pocket

is the only one that fulfills the above requirements. Stage pockets must be entirely enclosed in a métal box.

Must be constructed in ail cases to carry at a minimum, twenty-five ampères withont heating, allowing

seventy-five ampères per square inch of contact surface.

FLUSH PLUG RECEPTACLES.

Must be enclosed in a box constructed of or lined with métal, which must not be less than one-sixteenth

inch in thickness, and coated on ail surfaces with an approved rust preventative.

When installed in base-boards, must be kept at least two inches above the floor.

Must receive the approval of said Department before being installed.

FLOOR PLUG RECEPTACLES.

Must be enclosed in a box constructed of or lined with métal, which must not be less than one-sixteenth

inch in thickness, and coated on ail surfaces with an approved rust preventative.

Must be provided with a suitable cover so arranged that the réceptacles will be both water and dust proof at

ail times.

Ail apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.'
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VALUABLE INFORMATION— (Ĉ w)
ROSETTES.

Bases must be high enough to keep the wires and terminais at least one-half inch from the surface to which

the rosette is attached.

Terminais must, in no case, eut or injure the wire, and must have a turned-up lug so arranged that the wire

will be securely gripped between the screw and lug.

ATTIX WIRE.

Must be installed on the " loop System," and must be continuous from outlet to outlet or junction boxes or

devices, without splices or taps.
ARMORED CONDUCTORS.

The armor'of such cables must be at least of equal strength to resist pénétration of nails, etc., as the armor

or métal coverings and métal couduife and its thickness must not be less than that shown by the following table :

Size B. & S

Gauge.

Diameter, Inches,

Inside Armor.

Equivalent
Nominal Gas-Pipe

Diameter

Thickness

Inner Strip, Inches

Total Thickness
of Métal

Outside

Diameter, Inches.

{Flex. Cord.)

Covering Inches.

18 .250 Yt inch. .025 •05
16 .260 H " .025 •05

.40

.14 .270 H " .025 •05

•42

' ' -47

(Duplex Conduclors

14 .42 Y* " •034 .06S

12 •474 H " •034 .068

.67

IO .516 H " .047 .094
.705

8 .568 % " .047 .094
.87

•95

.296 n "
(Single Conductors)

10

8
•034 .068

6

.328 H " •034 .068
■54

•63
.421 H " •034 .06S

4
2

.468 H " •034 .068

.64

.69

•53o 'A " .047 .094 .90

1 •577
1/ " .047 .094 1.06

(Lead Covered
Conductors.)

.48
- DuplexConductors)

14 H " •°34 .068

12 .536 A " .047 .094
•72

10 .609 % " .047 .094

.90

•94

(Single Conduclors)

10
8

■332 H " •°34 .068

•36 H " •034 .068
•55

•63
6 •434 H " •°34 .068 .66

4 •479 Yt " •034 .068 •75
2 .563 H " .047 .094 1.02

1 •596 H " .047 .094 1.18

An allowance of two one-hundredths of an inch for variation in maiiufacturing and loss of thickness by

cleaning will be permitted.
ARC LAMPS.

Must be provided with reliable stops to prevent carbous from falling out in case the clamps become loose.

Must be carefully insulated from the circuit in ail their exposed parts.'

The hand switch to be approved, if placed anywhere except on the lamp itself, must comply with the

requirements for switches on hanger-boards as laid down in Rule.

Must be so constructed that they will stand the action of a short circuit should the carbous fuse together for

an indefinite period without injuHng the mechanism of the lamp.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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VALUABLE INFORMATION—( Continued)

CUT-OUT CABINETS.
Must be so constructed, and cut-outs so arranged, as toobviate any danger of the nielted métal coming in

contact with any substance which might be ignited thereby.

WIRING IN SHOW WINDOWS.

Flexible cord pendants will not be approved.

Fixtures having exposed wiring will not be approved.

Réceptacles having exposed lugs, or terminais, will not be approved.
The wiring in show Windows must coniply in ail respects with the rules governing installation of wiring

within buildings.

CIRCULAR LOOM AND CONDUITS OF A SIMILAR NATURE.

Must be installed on the " loop System " and must be continuous from outlet to outlet or junction-boxes

or devices, without splices or taps.
Must not be installed in gains eut in floor beams or against solid walls, unless protected by a strip of iron

or steel at least one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness.
Such conduits must project at least one inch beyond the finished surface of walls, or ceilings, except where

ending in outlet or junction-boxes or devices.
Such conduits must be installed without conductors and the conductors must not be inserted into the con-

duit until ail mechanical work liable to injure the conduit or conductors has been, so far as possible, completed.

Such conduits must not be used in places subject to dampness, nor liable to contact with damp mortar-

plaster or like material, as in the case of buildings in course of construction.
Where installed on the outside of buildings or in places exposed to the weather, must be carried oninsula-

tors which separate the conduit from the surface wired over at least one inch and protected with a coating of

moisture repellant.
Where it becomes necessary to fasten thèse conduits, straps or cleats must be used. The use of nails or

staples is prohibited.

WOODEN MOULDINGS.
We must have both outside and inside, at least two coats of waterproof paint, or be inipregnated with mois-

ture repellant.
Must be made in two pièces, a backing and capping, so constructed as to thoroughly incase the wire, and

provide a one-half inch tongue between the conductors and a solid backing, which under grooves, must not be

less than three-eighths of an inch in thickness, and must aflford suitable protection from abrasion.

Jt is recommended that only hard wood mouldings be used.
Métal devices to hold conductors in grooves of moulding prior to the placing of capping in position, is

prohibited.

SOCKETS.

In rooms where inflammable gases exist the incandescent lamp and socket must be enclosed in a vapor tight

globe, and supported ou a pipe hanger, wired with approved rubber covered wire, soldered directly to the surface.

In damp or wet places, or over speciall}' inflammable material, only water-proof sockets may be used.

AU appa.ra.tus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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ELECTRIC HEATERS OR RHEOSTATS.

Must, if stationary, be placed in a safe situation, isolated from inflammable materials and

be treated as sources of heat.

Must each have a cut-out and indicating switch.

Must have the attachments of feed wires to the heaters in plain sight, easily accessible and
protected from interférence, accident or otherwise.

The flexible conductors for portable apparatus, such as irons, etc. , must have an approved
insulating covering.

Must each be provided with name-plate giving the maker's name and the normal capacityin

volts and ampères.

SPECIAL RULES.
For Open Work.

In dry places ;

Must have an approved rubber or " slow-burning" weatherproof insulation.

Must be rigidly supported on non-combustible, non-absorptive insulators, which will

separate the wires from each other and from the surface wired over in accordance with the
foliowing table : —

Voltage. Distance from Surface. Distance between Wires.

o to 300 y2 inch zy2 inches

300 to 550 1 inch 4 inches

Rigid supporting requires under ordinary conditions, -where wiring along flat surfaces, sup-

ports at least every four and one-half feet. If the wires are liable to be disturbtd, the distance
between supports should be shortened.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.'
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SWITCH.

BLUE PRINT GIVING DESCRIPTION OF SWITCH IN DETAIL SENT UPON APPLICATION.

Fig. 41 Fig. 42-

Fig. 41 illustrâtes Menchen's new type of switch. Your attention is called to the one large

hole, letter A, which allows the twin-conductor stage-cable to go through the hole A, and the

separate conductors to be connected to the terminais, B and BB.
Your attention is called to the clamp H, being fastened to the base-plate, which holds the

cable I, into a brass, and takes the mechanical strain off of the two terminais B and BB. D

shows the hole in which the asbestos line, with the lug, is connected on the terminal C. From

C a wire goes through the hole D and connects with the lamp. Through the hole E, the

asbestos line, with the terminal, is connected on to the lug C, which is run to the rhéostat. F

is connected by the clamp G, which holds the switch upon the standard J. K and KK show

the two bars in which the fibre-plug L, is connected on to the rod M, of which the handle N,

is connected on to the rod M, at the joint. Between M and N you will notice a loose sleeve,

where by turntng the handle N you release the contacts from B and C and BB and CC.
Your attention is called to the spring O, which engages with the post K, and the fibre-plug

L, which makes quick brake when the contacts B and BB are released from C and CC. The

plates marked B, on the fibre-piece L, are contact-plates, which engage into the clips B, C,

BB and CC. By meaus of thèse clips the current is carried from BB to CC and from B to C.

Ail apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underiuriters."
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SWITCH — (Conlinued.)

Fig- 43-

The plates marked "on" and "off" are to designate when the switch is either on or off. The

small groove Q, is made to engage into the lid R. This groove is placed there so the lid R,

cannot be placed on the box wrong side to. The holes S, S, in the lid, are engaged into the

posts K and K, of which two screws T, hold R on the base of switch.

Fig. 42 represents the same switch as in Fig. 41, with this material différence, that this

switch is designed for switchboard purposes used in connection with interlocking devices. Hole

A, is in the same position as the holes D and E, and the clamps H, F and G are discarded, and

the rear part of the plate is perfectly flush, with the exception of the two threaded terminais

marked FF, of which the two terminais FF, connect with the switch-board, the nuts, HH,

holding the switch-brass against the switch-board. In this particular switch, adopted for this

purpose, the rod M, which was former] y a solid rod, is now a steel tube which engages with

the handle J, by means of ratchet, or interlocking device, as shown in G I, running

through M, engaging with the clamp G, to the handle N. By means of this device, the

entire row of switches, one or more, by turning the clamp G, may be ail turned on or off with

the lever F, at the end of the board; or may be operated independently by the independent

levers N. This switch is especially adopted where rnetallic switches are to be on the face of the
board, and ail parts dead.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underwriters. "
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BORDER, PROSCENIUM, STRIP, SUN BOXES AND FOOT-LIGHTS.

Fig. 44. Electric only, price, per foot, $2.50.

Fig. 45- Combination Gas and Electric. Net price, per foot, $3.10.

Fig. 44 represents Border Light, made of bright corrugated métal, with wire guard,

strongly made on spécial angles, and with strict regard to the reflection of light ; wired ready

for but not including sockets or lamps.

Price per foot on Fig. 44 Electric, only, $2.50.

" " " " " 45 Combination Gas and Electric, $3.10.

We manufacture and install ail kinds of Electric Proscenium, Strip and Foot-lights, in th

best and most economical manner.

We manufacture a?id design ail kinds of fire places for stage use.

AU apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underiuriters.
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STRIP LIGHT.

Fig. 46 illustrâtes our simple Strip

Eight, which is known as the Hippodrome

type, and is the lightest, strongest, most com-

pact and durable Strip Eight made, and is so

constructed that it is impossible to break

lamps.

We have 240 of thèse in use in the

New York Hippodrome.

Fig. 46. Price, $1.50 per light completely wired.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Under<writers.
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SUN BOX.

Fig. 47. Price, $1.50 perlight, cornpletely wired.

The above eut illustrâtes the Lorain type of Sun Box being first used with success by

Robert Lorain Co. in "Man and Superman."

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Underivriters."
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SUN BOX.

Main
Rear View

Fig. 48. Price, $1.50 per light, cornpletely wired.

The above illustrâtes our new Sun Box known as the "Johnstown Flood" type.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.
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MENCHEN'S IMPROVED BUNCH LIGHTS.

Fig. 49 represents the Hippodrome type

of Bunch-light with color-holder attachment.'

Thèse Bunch-light-; are used in the Colonial

Théâtre, New York Hippodrome, and Keith-

Proctor Théâtres.

It gives a strong and eveu spread of light,

and colored médiums can be used on it. Its

reflecting power is greater than any bunch

light made. As shown above it can be swung

on any plane. It also has a télescope attach-

ment, and will illuminate an area of 60 feet.

JOS MCHCHEH CLEU- c

Fig. 49. Price, $20.00
Fig. 49-A. Price, $20

AH apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Underivriters.
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LANTERN SLIDES.

. We make a specialty of fine lantern slides for serpentine dances, posing acts, etc., also

designs, on request in the following sizes : T.H" X 4", 5" x 5", 6" x 6", 8" x 8", 18" x 22", and

any spécial size, round or long.

We make effect dises from 18 inches to 84 inches in diameter.

GELATINES, MEDIUM.

We carry in stock a full line of imported gélatines comprising every color and shade : for

thin, the price is 15 cents ; for extra heavy and thick, 25 cents. Also have gélatine in four colors

on one sheet for sun-set effects, $1.00 each. Also have frosted gélatine to take the place of

ground glass, 25 cents per sheet.

Silk Médiums, 75 cents each, size 18" x 21"; on rolls, price on application.

COLORINE.

Enamel Colorine, liquid for incandescent lamps for stage effects. Supplied in any color and

carried in stock.

Price per Gallon - - - $8.00

" " Yz Gallon - - 4 . 5o

" " Quart - - - 2.25

" " Pint - - - 1.25

MUSIC STANDS.

Our music stands are made adjustable and can be raised or lowered to any required height.

The rack is made of wood and the base is a cast iron tri-bar. Price on same, complète with

pocket and plug, $4.50. Music stand without the light fixture, $2.50. Music stand light fixture,

$1.50.

SWITCH BOARDS.
We design and manufacture switch boards for every branch of the theatrical business.

STAGE CABLE.
We carry in stock twin cables of the following sizes :

No. 14 Twin flexible cable, price in feet

" 12 "

" 10 "

" 6

" 4

" 2 "

" o "

$ -09
. 1 1

.12

.22

.26

•32
.42

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underivriters."
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MAKE-UP LAMPS AND COSMETIC HEATERS.

r ^

Fig. 50. Price, $1.50 Fig. 51. Price, $3.00 Fig. 52. Price, $1.25

Fig. 50 represents adjustable make-up lamp. The lamp sits 8" from the table and has an

inner adjustment of 7", making the total of height that lamp can be adjusted 14^". This

lamp is especially made for traveling purposes, and when not in use condenses itself to 8" in

length by 3^" in width.

Fig. 51 represents the stationary make-up lamp 8" high.

Fig. 52 represents an electric cosmetic heater, one of the neatest, smallest, cleanest

and most compact cosmetic heaters. It is especially designed for theatrical work, and is the

only cosmetic heater made. It takes j\ of one ampère of current.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Under<wriïers."
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MENCHEN'S STORAGE BATTERIES.

Fig. 53. Price, $7.00.

Fig. 53 represents the new "Menchen Storage Battery,"

which has several features that make it invaluable where a

strong current is needed for a long time. The "Menchen

Battery" is very light, compact and small, and will prove a

favorite for ballet and other work requiring lightness.

The casing is of hard polished rubber, acid prcof, avcid-

ing injury to clothes or hands. They are supplied (if desired)

with soft rubber cases. Thèse batteries are supplied in ail

sizes.

Fig- 54-
Price, 25 cents.

Fig. 54 represents our new Lamp and Spring

Socket made to be used in connection with the

"Menchen Storage Battery." The novelty of

this socket is that it lends pliability to the lamp,

allowing it to be moved in any way without its

breaking, thus making the life of the lamp

longer, as there is positively no friction on the

filament.

Price of Lamp, 40'cents.

A'.l apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Undeimriters."
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MENCHEN'S FIXTURE ATTACHMENT.

Fig. 55- Price, $7.50 Each.

The above eut represents " Menchen's Electrical Fixture Attachaient " and fills a long

felt want. This device is made of hard fibre.

The fibre block B is screwed upon the scène. The wire G connects with the terminal F

and the terminal F is connected with the contact plate C. The plate C is embodied in the fibre

in the form of a keystone shaped mantle. The fixture is screwed on to the block A, and the

wires of the fixture are connected into the two terminais G G. The terminais G G Connect-

ing with the contact pièces D, which counect with the contact pièces C. The wires remain on

the scène permanently and uothing else is uecessary to complète the work but to slide the

keystone shaped fibre connection into the fibre mantle B. The above contact blocks are used

with Anna Held's productions, Raffles, New York Hippodrome and many other productions.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underwiters."
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MENCHEN'S ATTACHING PLUG, STAGE POCKETS AND RECEPTACLES.

Fig. 57. Price, $1.00

Fig. 58. Price, 50c.

Fig. 56. Price, 75c.

Fig. 56 illustrâtes the interior of plug, showing the manner of brass insertions.

Fig. 57 shows the plug complète with eye-holes E, to take the mechanical strain off the

cable. Thèse plugs are made in three différent sizes, viz. , 3, 6 and 15 ampères. The cuts illus-

trated are full size.

AU apparatus endorsed by the " National 'Board of Fire Under-writers."
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The Menchen Attaching Plug, Stage Pocket and Réceptacle.

apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Ur.der-writers. "
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MENCHEN'S ATTACHING PLUG, STAGE POCKET AND RECEPTACLE.

Fig. 64

Fig- 63.

Figs. 59 and 60 show the same maie plug as in Figs.

56, 57 and 58, with this material différence, that the

female part is inserted within a brass case and has métal

doors. It also has an iron box to be used for conduit

work.

Fig. 61 shows the same plug as Figs. 56 and 57 illus-

trated with a groove in the female part of plug whereby

the screw punctures the wire and makes the electrical

connection without skinning or taking off the insulation

from the wire. By this method, on temporary work it is not necessary to use a cut-out, and the

same wire can be used again.

Fig. 62 shows the proper manner in which the wires should be connected.

Fig. 63 shows a sectional view of the 4 and 6 point Connecting plug. Thèse plugs are

especially adopted for 3 circuits, viz., red, white and blue. The 4 point plug has a main con-

nection, red, white, and blue. The 6 point plug has double red, double white and double blue,

of which the table would naturally be a 4 point or 6 point conductor.

Fig. 64 shows an end view of Fig. 63.

Fig. 65 shows what is known as a high-school type of Menchen Connecting Plug—this

plug specially designed for stereopticons, carrying 25 to 50 ampères on a 1 10 or 220 volts.

Fig. 66 shows the iron outlet box in connection with Fig. 65.

Fig. 67 shows the Connecting plug. Your attention is called to the groove in the side of the

plug, which makes it impossible to reverse the polarity. Thèse plugs are in use in every high

school in the City of New York, also the New York Hippodrome.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National Board of Fire Under')»riters."
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STAGE POCKETS.

Fig. 68. Price, $7.50 per Outlet. Fig. 69. . Price, $7.50 per Outlet.

Fig. 68—Shows the outside view of Menchen's Stage Pocket.

Fig. 69—Shows the interior sectional view; showing the way the plug is inserted, and the wires con-

nected with lugs in the interior of the box.

Fig. 70—Shows the plug half way inserted into the pocket, and shows the manner in which the doors

are opened.

Fig. 71—Shows the same plug made in banks of 4. Thèse plugs are also made in banks from 1 to 4.

Figs. 68 and 71 —Show the new type of stage pocket, known as the Hippodrome type, of which 240

of thèse pockets are in use in the New York Hippodrome. . Thèse pockets and plugs are endorsed by ail

departments and are in compliance with ail the laws of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Alt apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Undertvriters."
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STAGE POCKETS.

Fig. 71. Price, $7.50 per Outlet.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Under<writers.'
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SPIDER POCKET AND ATTACHMENT PLUG.

Fig. 72. Price, $7.50 per Outlet.

Fig. 72 shows our Spider Pocket and Attachment Plug. The interior is made of Porcelain

thus making pocket absolutely fire-proof.

The fusing of the pockets, where lettered (fuse,) separate fuse for each pocket, making this

the only portable stage pocket, endorsed by the " National Board of Fire Underwriters."

A represents the plug. Notice the groove and the projection in the pocket, as shown in

Fig. 46 making it utterly impossible, as you can notice, to reverse thepolarity— avery important

feature where arc lamps are used. The contacts and plugs are "getatable". The box is made of

iron and absolutely fire-proof. It is especially adapted for traveling companies, and in houses

where stage pockets are not of sufficient capacity to carry arc lamps.

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underiuriters. "
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SHIPPING DIRECTIONS.
 Ship us by Express

 Ship us by Freight " 'RncVi"

Ship us by Fast Freight

TELEGRAPH CODE.
FIGURE CODE WORD FIGDRE CODE WORD

No. i Alter INO. 3° _ - - - oatve

No. 2 - After No. 39 - - - Samp

No. 3 Assure No. 40 - • - _ Sëow

No. 4 - - - - Affair No. 41 oag

No. 5 Butttr No. 42 - - oanci

No. 6 - - - - Bush No. 43 - Sermon

No. T Busy No. 44 - Seine

No. 8 - - - - Buxom No. 45 - Sentmel

No. 9 - - - Claw No. 46 - - oeil

No. 10 - - - - - Clinch No. 47 - Setter

No. il Coane No. 48 - - 1 oea

No. 12 - - - - Comic No. 49 Sing

No. 13 - - - - . Déniai No. 50 - - Sinner

No. 14 - - Differ No. 51 - Settle

No. 15 - - - Dodge No. 51 A Shipping

No. 16 - - Dainty No. 52 Stein

No. 17 - - - Easy No. 53 - Sounding

No. 18 - - Empty No. 54 - - - Star
1

No. 19 - - - Excuse No. 55 - - - - Sailing

No. 20 - - Every No. 56 Shipping

No. 21 rail No. 57 - - Sheeting

No. 22 - - Flame No. 58 - - - Stormiug

No. 23 - - - Fancy No. 59 - Wrecking

No. 24 - - Game No. 60 _ - - - Whole

No. 25 - - : Guess No. 61 - _ - - - Wand

No. 26 - - Grade No. 62 - ■ - - Water

No. 27 - - - Good No. 63 - Wait

No. 28 - Gâte No. 64 World

No. 29 - - - Hard No. 65 - - Wood

No. 30— (1) - - Heave No. 67 Wreath

No. 31— \ 2 ) - Hold No. 68 - - Write

No. 32 - - - - Row No. 69 Waste

No. 33c Rut No. 70 - - Water

No. 34 - Ram No. 71 - Yachting

No. 35 Roast No. 72 - - Young

No. 36 - Sail No. 73 Yet

No. 37 - " " Saw

Ail apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underiuriters."
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TELEGRAPH CODE— Continued.

SHIPPING
HAIJBUT N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Red Line

HALTER N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Blue Line
HAMLET N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., White Line

H AMMOCK N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., M. D. T. Co.

HAND West Shore R. R., Can. So. Line

HANKER West Shore R. R., So. W. Despatch

HAPPEN West Shore R. R., Hoosac Tunnel

H ARANGUE West Shore R. R., Nickel Plate

HARBOR Del., Lackawanna & Western R. R.

HAKDEN N. Y., L. E. & W. R. R., Com'l Ex.

HARELIP N. Y., L. E. & W. R. R., Erie Desp.

HAREM Pennsylvauia R. R., Star Union Line

HARMFUI, Pennsylvannia R. R., Empire Line

HARNESS Long Island R. R.

HARPOON Phila. & Reading, Bound Brook Rt.

H ARTSHORN Central R. R. of N. J.

H ASTEN Lehigh Valley

HATCH Baltimore & Ohio R. R

HATEFUL N. Y , N. H. & H. R. R., Shore Line

ROUTES.

HAUGHTY Norwich Line

HAVEN Océan S. S. Co. of Savannah

H AWK ciyde S. S. Co.
HAZARD Maine S. S. Co.
HAZINESS Boston & Maine S. S. Co.

H EADING Cromwell Line
H EALTH .. Morgan L. & T. R. R. & S. S. Co., So. P. Co.

H EARD ... Morgan L &T. R. R. & S. S. Co., Sunset Ro.
HKARTY....Okl Dominion S. S. Co., Piedmont Air Line.

H ECTOR Providence & Stonington Line

H ELM ET Fall River Line

HELPLESS Metropolitan S. S. Co.
H EMS'MTCH Adams E xpress

H ERALD u. S. Express
HERMIT W., F. & Co. Express

H ERRING Long Island Express

HEXAGON B &O. Express
H ICKORY National Express

HIGHWAY American Express

QUESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS.
G

AIN
 When wi 1 ! you ship our order of (or number)

GALAXY How soon can you ship, upon rêceipt of order the following goods

GALLANT Have you received our order of (or number)
GALVANIC Hurry the shipment of the following goods on our order of (or number)

GAMBLE Add to our order of (or number) the following goods

GARDËN Hold following goods on our order of (or number)
GARLAND .... We write you fully to-day

GARMENT Write us, giving full particulars
GARNISH We cannot understand your last telegram. Repeat the same in full
GARRISON Repeat (words mentioned) in your last telegram. Thèse words we do not understand

GARTER Quote us price on
GASTRIC Telegraph reply

GATEWAY We must have at once the following goods
G AUNTL ET Change our order of (or number)

ANSWERS.
GATHER We shipped your order of (or number)
GAUNT We will ship jour order of (or number)

GAZETTE We can ship immediately the following goods upon receipt of order

GEARING We can ship the following goods in one day from receipt of order

GEM We can ship the following goods in two days from receipt of order

GENDER We can ship the following goods in three days from receipt of order

GENERAL We can ship the following goods in four days from receipt of order
G ENTEEL We can ship the following goods in five days from receipt of order

GENUINE We can ship the following goods in six days from receipt of order
G EOLOGY We can ship the following goods in seven days from receipt of order

G EOGRAPHY We can ship the following goods in ten days from receipt of order

GERMINATE We can ship the following goods in two weeks from receipt of order

GESTURE We have received your order for the following goods
GIANT We have not received your order of (or number)

GLANC E Goods will be shipped
GLOBULAR We write you fully to-day

GUARD Write us, giving full particulars

GUINEA We beg to quote you the following price
GUZZLE Telegraph reply

GUITAR Part of your order of (or number) was shipped
GYMNAST Order of (or number) will be shipped

G UMBO Balance of your order of (or number 1 was shipped

G UNBOAT Balance of your order of (or number) will be shipped

AU apparatus endorsed by the "National 'Board of Fire Underiuriters."




